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Memorable



Buzzworthy

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

http://www.fanpop.com/clubs/television/articles/270663/title/actor-kyle-klaus-goes-laughs-on-last
https://medium.com/@ShowBizzBuzz/actor-kyle-klaus-is-da-police-on-tbs-comedy-the-last-o-g-a25bd93f3ac2?sk=36015306c39b5bfb85ed282eba636de4
https://medium.com/@ShowBizzBuzz/actor-kyle-klaus-is-da-police-on-tbs-comedy-the-last-o-g-a25bd93f3ac2?sk=36015306c39b5bfb85ed282eba636de4
http://www.fanpop.com/clubs/television/articles/270663/title/actor-kyle-klaus-goes-laughs-on-last
https://www.boredpanda.com/actor-kyle-klaus-is-da-police-on-tbs-comedy-the-last-o-g/
https://pitchengine.com/spotlightprcompany/2019/03/25/actor-kyle-klaus-kicks-off-season-2-of-syfys/002518487581390020084
https://www.boredpanda.com/actor-kyle-klaus-is-da-police-on-tbs-comedy-the-last-o-g/
https://pitchengine.com/spotlightprcompany/2019/03/25/actor-kyle-klaus-kicks-off-season-2-of-syfys/002518487581390020084


Notable

"Kyle Klaus has it. In fact he has ‘IT’ in
spades. Kyle has a rare naturalistic
style of acting I rarely see, which is
only complimented by his willing-
ness to adhere to every bit of
direction I give and his willingness
to surrender and sacrifice himself
for the greater good of the film.
Working with Klaus was a gift and I
find myself consciously writing roles
for him in everything I do."
 – Cody Blue Snider

writer/director ‘All That Remains’

"Kyle is an artist. A true collaborator. He sees more
than what's on the page and challenges the material
to make it better. His dedication to the role and what
he gives you on the day, with little to no rehearsal, is
astonishing and a real treat to watch from behind the
camera."
 – Chad Schultz

writer/director ‘Slashed’

"I found that one of the joys of being a
screenwriter/ producer is not only working
with people who have had roles in major
movies but to also work with up and
coming actors, who you know are having
or will have shortly, a major impact as
thespians on stage and/or screen.  Kyle
Klaus  is one of those. You can see the
dedication to his craft in just a couple of
lines.  I hope I get to work with him again
before he rockets-up permanently.  I'd
better hurry and get a project to him."
– Billy Sample

writer/producer ‘Reunion 108’

http://www.kyleklaus.com/reel
http://www.kyleklaus.com/resume


His Story
Kyle Klaus always knew he wanted to be an actor from a very young age. Only, this small-town boy, raised
in the suburbs of Pennsylvania, never really thought it was a possibility.

Kyle was always getting lost in a character, dreaming of a bigger world out there, and making those around
him believe in something greater as well.

Kyle was an accomplished athlete in many sports growing up. It wasn't until attending Kutztown University
that he quickly realized he couldn't just pick one thing to be for the rest of his life - he wanted to be many.
A chance encounter seeing an audition notice while walking through the campus theatre department, made

also appeared this season alongside Tracy Morgan in the TBS
laugher, The Last O.G., and in SyFy’s dark comedy, Happy.
Previously, Kyle emerged on two acclaimed Showtime
dramas, Homeland and Billions; and audiences will remember
him recurring as police officer 'Jason Mosser' on the long-
running ABC drama, One Life to Live.

On the festival circuit, Kyle has received considerable
attention for his leading role in the award-winning film, All That
Remains, a WW2 drama about a veteran soldier suffering
from dementia. In addition to acting, Kyle has found success
in other creative aspects as well, such as writing, producing,
and entrepreneurial endeavors.

it seem possible. Kyle snagged his first ever audition and booked the supporting role
  Russ, a ladies’ man on campus, in the independent feature, Misdirected.

 Since then, Kyle has made his way to New York and added numerous
   credits to his resume. Currently, Kyle is hitting the small screen in a
     recurring role on NBC’s popular action drama, The Blacklist. He
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